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From Grapevine, the international journal of Alcoholics Anonymous, inspiring stories by AA
members who achieved sobriety in their teens, 20s and 30s.What’s it like to stop drinking at an
early age? You’ll find out in this collection of Grapevine stories about the joys and challenges of
being young and sober. Written by members who got sober as young as 14, these fresh, original
and sometimes startling stories are about growing up in AA, finding ways to connect when
feeling different and learning how to live a sober life joyously.From the young alcoholic for whom
drinking once represented “the relief I’d been looking for,” to the college graduate who feels “a
part of something for the first time,” when introduced to the AA community, this book speaks to
the growing number of young people who have found a sense of belonging and hope in AA.An
instructive and inspiring read for family, counselors and healthcare providers alike, Young &
Sober beautifully captures the experience of what it’s like for a young person to live with
addiction.
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PreambleAlcoholics Anonymous is a fellowship of men and womenwho share their experience,
strength and hopewith each other that they may solve their common problemand help others to
recover from alcoholism.The only requirement for membership is a desire to stop drinking.There
are no dues or fees for AA membership;we are self-supporting through our own contributions.AA
is not allied with any sect, denomination, politics, organizationor institution; does not wish to
engage in any controversy,neither endorses nor opposes any causes.Our primary purpose is to
stay soberand help other alcoholics to achieve sobriety.©AA Grapevine, Inc.ContentsAA
PreambleWelcomeCHAPTER ONEWhat It Was Like, What HappenedTheir drinking careers
weren't long-—but long enoughNoticed October 2007Teen Nightmare October 2011Wiped Out
June 1997Preamble to Recovery May 1975Homeless Bound November 2008Nothing Left to
Lose March 1997The Only Failure March 1981Someday I'll Be Cured January 2003CHAPTER
TWOI Earned My SeatYoung, but no less an alcoholicA Teenager's Tears of Hope October
2002All in the Same Boat February 1987Twenty-One and In Trouble Again July 2003Young and
In Pain July 2003Wanted May 1997A Fresh Introduction to Hell July 1998How Bad Is Bad
Enough? October 2003Haven't You Had Enough? August 1999Reaching Teens February
2001Seventeen and Sober January 1978CHAPTER THREEThe Next GenerationGrowing up
around AA is no guarantee against alcoholismA Program Baby November 1994Heads Up
October 1998When I Was Sixteen, I Was Ready January 1978Second-Generation AA October
1980Blessed with the Memory of My Pain January 1996Ripped Jeans and Threadbare High-
Tops June 1999Addicted to Excitement July 1994My Grandmother's Gift February
2009CHAPTER FOURThank You, Old-TimersThe love and guidance of seasoned AAs helped
these younger members feel welcomeLoved Into Sobriety November 1997Caps in the Air



September 2007It Was Hard to Believe May 1975Kid Stuff April 2005Listen to Peoples' Feelings
July 1980The Great Reality Within January 1995Prom Night May 2007CHAPTER FIVEThere
Were Others Just Like MeConnecting with their own age group and having fun sober was the
beginning of the end of isolationThe Young One July 2009Sobriety Countdown June 1983Young
Peoples' Groups July 1969Back-Up Plan Scrapped August 2010Grow or Go October 1997Life,
Unlimited September 2007It Was All New to Me February 2010Say No to Nothing February
2010CHAPTER SIXThe Turning PointThat moment they realized that they really can't drink
safelyClose Encounters of the Coffee Shop Kind January 1998He Gave Me the Shirt Off His
Back December 1994A Drunk, Pure and Simple January 2010A Homegrown Drunk March
1995We Feel the Same Pain January 1984Moving into the Fourth Dimension August
1997CHAPTER SEVENThe Heart of It — Steps and ServiceService was the welcome mat to
belonging; the Twelve Steps were the key to living soberClueless January 1997Forever Young
February 2010Young People in Service November 2008Memoirs of a Conference Junkie March
2000More Than One Way February 2010Y.E.S., Y.E.S., Y.E.S. May 2003Talk About Bridging the
Gap January 2009Fountain of Youth August 1998We Who Are Next in Line September
1994CHAPTER EIGHTLiving Life, Growing UpThrough good times and bad, these AAs turn to
the Fellowship and their Higher Powers and keep goingLiving Large March 2006Growing Pains
July 1969Snapshots of Sobriety May 1999Digging My Bottom March 2010Sober in the Sixties
July 2006Experience Sobriety February 2011R-E-S-P-E-C-T July 2000An Archway to Life
January 2009CHAPTER NINEA Few 24 Hours LaterYoung old-timers talk about where their
journey has taken them, and about passing it on to the next generationWho Says an Old-Timer's
Got to Be Old? April 2001Sober In School September 2007Railroaded July 2010Making the
Grade July 1996Surviving the Fall May 1998Gratitude Lane April 2004Young, Drunk and Broke
January 2011Good, Bad, or Indifferent July 2008Twelve StepsTwelve TraditionsAbout AA and
AA GrapevineWelcomeYoung & Sober is a collection of Grapevine stories about the joys and
challenges of recovering early in life, and about recognizing alcoholism after a drinking history
that in some cases has only lasted a few years. Are the stories of those who came to AA in their
teens, 20s and 30s different from those who got sober later in life? No … and yes. “Being young,
we recover fast physically,” writes the author of “Young Peoples’ Groups.” “But our insides still
boil like mad … the young person … has little or no productive past, and organizing a life
terrorizes him.”Chapters One and Two are a collection of qualifications—the places drinking took
young alcoholics and examples of how they earned their seat at the table. Chapters Three
through Five explore relationships with family members who have long been part of AA, with old-
timers who helped show them the ropes, and finally, with people their own age.Chapters Six and
Seven talk about further coming to grips with alcoholism and recovery from it. Several writers did
not fully accept their disease until some event finally got their attention. Some describe how
getting involved in service helped them feel more a part of things, while others write about how
working the Steps showed them a way out of their misery.“What we are like now” is covered in
Chapters Eight and Nine, with topics such as acceptance, growing up, growing older, and



experiencing joy and pain in sobriety. “Having the opportunity to watch this program work in
young peoples’ lives the way that it worked in mine is one of the greatest joys of my sobriety,”
says the author of “Fountain of Youth.” Written by alcoholics of all lengths of sobriety, Young &
Sober is about coming into AA at an early age, learning to have sober relationships, doing the
Steps and getting service commitments—and most of all, it’s about learning how to live life
joyously.CHAPTER ONEWhat It Was Like, What HappenedTheir drinking careers weren’t long—
but long enoughWhat brings an alcoholic through the doors of an AA meeting? What brings a
young person, perhaps still working his or her way through high school, into the basement of a
church, into a meeting room where the other members there are often older, married with
children, established in a career, engaged in community activities?“No way was I going to spend
all my time with those old fogies. They were all over twenty-five!” one member recounts in
“Nothing Left to Lose.” But after more experimentation, more problems, and several more
treatment centers, she returns.“My options were very obvious: jail, the streets, or death. I was
also suffering from liver disease,” the author of the story, “Homeless Bound” says. For him the
repercussions of drinking were concrete and physical. For others, the devastation was more
emotional and internal. “I couldn’t bear to look in the mirror,” writes the author of “Teen
Nightmare.”These and the other AAs in this Chapter, as well as throughout this book, have
drinking histories that anyone can identify with. “I never went anywhere without a mug full of
whiskey and cola. All but one of my friends had had enough of my erratic, violent, and rude
behavior while drinking. I always drank to get as drunk as I could.”The age they came into AA or
the length of time they spent drinking are, in fact, small details. It is the loneliness, the alienation,
the humiliation and sickness that comes from drinking alcoholically that finally brings them in, or
finally convinces them to stay. “Alcoholism has no minimum age requirement. I realize that many
fellow AA members have lost homes, marriages, and children to alcohol before I acquired any of
those things. But I lost enough.”Young or old, newcomers or old-timers, there is something of all
of our stories here.NoticedOctober 2007I had my first drink when I was twelve years old. I loved
it. I loved the way it made me feel, and the way it made me not feel. I grew up yearning for a
place to belong, and when I drank, I found it. My first drink allowed me to become someone
completely different. It allowed me to have a voice, and believe me, people heard it. It made me
feel like I finally was being noticed, and I never looked back.At first, I drank just on weekends. I
looked forward to Friday every week. I dropped out of school in eighth grade, and took up
drinking instead. I never drank socially. I always drank to get as drunk as I could, as fast as I
could. I didn’t care what I was drinking, as long as I was going to get drunk.When I was thirteen, I
made a pitiful attempt at suicide. I took a large bottle of extra-strength acetaminophen. I don’t
think I really wanted to die, because I phoned my best friend an hour later and told her what I’d
done. I was desperate to be seen, to be noticed. I especially wanted my mother to see me. But
all she did was tell me to go and drink some coffee and then go to bed. I ended up in the hospital
for a couple of days, with a social worker telling me I was crying out for help. I went home feeling
embarrassed and stupid. I didn’t care about anything. I drank right away, too.By this time, alcohol



had taken hold of me. I went back to school for a year and then left—I had a hard time with
teachers and authority. That was just an excuse at the time, though. I really just wanted to drink
and be cool. At fifteen, I got pregnant. I didn’t drink for the nine months that I was pregnant, but it
was all I thought about. I wanted to have the baby so that I could get on with drinking again.
When I did have the baby, I got drunk a month later. I tried to breast-feed, but couldn’t do that
and drink, so I eliminated the breast-feeding. That’s how it was for the next few years.I went back
to school twice, but quit both times. Alcohol consumed my whole life. I went from weekend
drinking with my friends to drinking almost every day, alone. I wasn’t the best parent all the time,
either. It was as if I had absolutely no morals when I drank. I didn’t care about anyone or anything
except getting the next drink. This included my son. Most of the time, I left him at home with my
mom while I went out and partied. When he woke up in the middle of the night, my mom would
call me to come home. I would go home, but just to get my son and bring him back to the party.
That was the insanity of my drinking.I had no God in my life, except when life was going badly.
Then I begged God for help. When it didn’t come, I hated him. I certainly didn’t have any real
faith. Then, in July 2000, I ended up in a hospital in four-point restraints, ready to be committed
to the psych ward. I was more drunk than I’d ever been before, and I had left my son at
someone’s house, and then forgotten about him. As a result, I was under investigation by the
Ministry of Social Services. I thought my life was over. I begged God to get me out of this one,
and I would never do it again. I wished that it had all been a bad nightmare and that I would wake
up. But the reality was that I was in big trouble and alcohol had gotten me there.My therapist
came and released me from the hospital and took me home. I had to call an alcohol and drug
counselor in order to get out of trouble with the Ministry of Social Services. I swore to myself and
everybody else that I was never going to drink again. Never.I was drunk that night. I couldn’t
figure out how it happened, or why. When I called the counselor the next day, she told me that I
was a binge drinker and that I should get some help. I was very angry, but a seed was planted.I
wasn’t quite ready to quit drinking, but every time I drank, I wondered whether I was an alcoholic
or not. I drank for another month after that, and it got worse. All I could think about was getting
drunk and how to get the money to get drunk. I even spent my son’s savings.My last drunk
wasn’t my worst drunk. It wasn’t even anything special. But that morning, I had a moment of
clarity—my spiritual awakening. I looked in a mirror and saw that there was nothing left inside of
me. My family wanted nothing to do with me, and neither did the family of my son’s father. I was
ashamed, and full of guilt and fear. As I was walking down a flight of stairs, I heard a voice inside
my head. It said, “My name is Rosie, and I am an alcoholic.” I don’t think it was my voice. I think it
was my Higher Power’s voice. But when I heard it, I thought of Alcoholics Anonymous. I looked
up central office’s number and called. Somebody picked me up that night and took me to my first
meeting. That was August 24, 2000.My favorite thing about Alcoholics Anonymous is the
genuineness. People are honest and they care. I have earned trust. I have learned to trust and to
love. I am the secretary of my home group. Every so often, I speak about alcoholism and AA in
high schools. I finally finished twelfth grade.All my life I searched for a purpose, and now I’ve



found it. I need to carry the message of Alcoholics Anonymous to others so they will have the
same chance at life that I did. My son now has a chance at life, too, and I am forever indebted to
AA for that.ROSIE B.NANAIMO, BRITISH COLUMBIATeen NightmareOctober 2011I was
already emotionally unstable before I started my career as an alcoholic. Both of my parents were
born in Mexico. My parents split when I was about 13. I was happy as a child, but I just went wild.
My dad had left the state with his new girlfriend. Now it was just my mom, my sister, and me. I
was a freshman when I started drinking, and that same year I started cutting myself.The
following years were nothing but parties, cruising in stranger’s cars, fights with the family and a
lot of self-destructive behavior. At 16, I became bulimic. I made myself throw up because I felt
ugly. Within a year, I was hospitalized at a mental hospital for the third time because of suicide
attempts. I have been in and out of AA since I was 16. I worked with a drug counselor, a
therapist, and a psychiatrist and they diagnosed me as a bipolar manic-depressive. I was
prescribed a variety of meds to help keep me stabilized. The only pills I felt OK with were the
mood stabilizers because they helped with my intense emotions and anxiety.
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Courtney, “Not alone. At the age of 24 I often have difficulty relating to some of the older AA
members. I haven't experienced divorce or job loss but I've had my own rock bottom. Young and
Sober included young people's experiences that I could relate to. After reading this I feel
inspired to go to a Young Peoples AA meeting.”

The book by Yongey Mingyur Rinpoche has a rating of 5 out of 3.4. 2 people have provided
feedback.
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